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]3[““,~?me rephrase that. I am fascinated by the seemingly endless ways that 
humans organize and ascribe significance to a basic biological process. Sex 
might be biological, but sexuality-our ways of understanding sex-is cul- 
tural and contingent. More than seventy-five years ago, Margaret Mead 
opened the eyes of her readers to the vastly different sexuality of the 
Samoans.‘ Over the last twenty years, as the “history of sexuality” has bur- 
geoned into an academic sub-field, complete with its own professional jour- 
nal, the examples have come closer to home; even “sexuality” itself is increas- 
ingly regarded as a nineteenth-century creation2 

Scholars in Jewish studies, many of whom have had or continue to have 
ties to the Jewish Theological Seminary, have participated l l l y  in this aca- 
demic trend. David Biale has provided a solid, readable overview of the dif- 
ferent ways that J e w  th-oughout history have understood sexual.ity.3 Tikva 
Frymer-I<ensky and Carole Meyers have taught us about the issues of sesud- 
ity md gender tliat lurk underneath the biblical texts.4 The early works of 
Daniel Boyarin and Howard Eilberg-Schwartz laid the groundwork for my 
own dissertation and continuing research on the rabbinic understanding of 
sex5 Judith Hauptman recently weighed in with a feminist approach to rab- 
binic literature that devotes a great deal of space to issues of semality.6 This is 
not even mentioning the mountain of scholarship on kabbalistic and more 
modem Jewish sexuality? 
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Despite my professional interest in issues of Jewish sexuality, I never 
thought to examine critically Etz Hnyim: Torah atJd Cummentary.8 But one 
Shabbat, during a convergence of an unexpected flagging of my children’s 
energy level with an extended pause for the prayer for healing, my eye was 
drawn to a stray comment in parashah Ki Tetzei. What I found not only 
piqued my interest, but sent me scurrying through E& Hayim in growing 
consternation. Etz Hayim, it  appears, has an underlying theory of sexuality 
that virtually ignores the last twenty years of scholarship. And this, I suggest, 
raises much larger and more important questions about the role of “secular” 
scholarship in the Conservative movement. 

The comment that originally caught niy eye is classified as a halnkhnh 
l’ma-aseh for Deuteronomy 22:28-29. According to the biblical text: “If a 
man comes upon a virgin who is not engaged and he seizes her and lies with 
her, and they are discovered, the inan who lay with her shall pay the girl’s 
father fifty [shekels ofl silver, and she shall be his wife. Because he has vio- 
lated her, he can never have the right to divorce her.” The comment reads: 
“While every sexual relationship should be respectful and by mutual conseiit, 
the Torah sees marriage as the ideal setting for sexual relations. Consensual 
sexual intercourse between singlcs is censured (Exod. 22:16).”9 

I dutifully turned to Exodus 22:15-16: “If a man seduces a virgin for 
whom the bride-price has not been paid, and lies with her, he must make her 
his wife by payment of a bride-price. If her father refuses to give her to hini, 
he must still weigh out silver in accordance with the bride-price for virgins.” 
As the i3z Ha@m commentary on these verses correctly points out, this is a 
property issue; seduction both undermines the woman’s father’s authority and 
makes it more difficult to arrange a match for her that would be financially 
beneficial for her family.10 

What this is not, in any way, is a moral censure of  sexual intercourse 
between unmarried individuals. fZiblical Israel did attempt to limit the pre- 
marital sexual expression of its women, but for reasons of property and social 
mores.” This only begins to hint at the vast diiference between biblical (and, 
later, rabbinic) understandings of sexuality and our own. In the world of the 
Bible, polygamy was the norm, even if most men probably did not have, or 
were financially unable to have, inore tliaii one wife. A man was allowed to 
marry his niece, a practice cven wcouraged by some later rabbis.12 One 
woman was praised for seducing her father-in-law; two others condemned 
their children’s children t o  etcriial enmity with Israel by seducing their 
father.13 While the 13ible forbids a man “to lie with a male as one lies with a 
woman” (Lev. 18:22), it does not recognize the ategory of “homosexiial,” A 

person defined by the gender of the object of his or her sexual desire.14 
Yet to read much of the coniinentary of Etz Hnyim on these verses is to 

enter not the biblical world, or even the rabbinic one, but ours. The Bible’s 
foreign and challenging sexuality becomes comfortingly familiar, reinhrcing 
modern sexual assumptions. 
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One particularly loaded example of this occurs in the Etz Hayiw discus- 
sions of homosexuality. The commentary 011 Leviticus 1 8 :22 is stunningly 
vague. The verse, as the rabbis recognize, is a problem; it does not precisely 
specifL the forbidden activity.’s Nor, as scholars have long recognized, does it 
clefine a “homosexual” any more than the other laws in the chapter define an 
“incest-sexual,” a person sexually predisposed to prefer members of his (in 
this narrative, the “you” is a male) own family. This does not stop Etz H q i m  
from applying this verse to the “honiosexual.”l6 On the one hand, tlie com- 
mentary notes that “the Torah uses the word to-eivah, which appears more 
than one hundred times in the Bible to describe an object or act as repul- 

rect) observation. On the other hand, the halakhah l’ma-aseh on that page 
suggests that despite the biblical prohibitions, gays and lesbians should be 
welcome in the synagogue. 

The commentary then provides a curious cross-reference to Deuteronomy 
23:18 (leaving out, incidentally, 2 Samuel 1:26, which may be a positive 
homoerotic allusion). According to this biblical verse, “No Israelite woman 
shall be a k’deshah, nor shall any Israelite man be a k’dcsh.” The clitlicult term 
k’desh is translated “cult-prostitute,” although as tlie commentary oddly 
notes, there are weak underpinnings for this translation: “modern scholars 
now doubt that such prostitution existed.”l7 Building on this dubious trans- 
lation, though, the Etz Wayim commentary raises the possibility that the men 
were not only prostitutes, but in fact howontosexual prostitutes. This suggestion 
is developed in the commentary on the prohibition against bringing the “pay 
of a dog” into the Temple, suggesting that ‘“dog’ might be an epithet for a 
homosexual male prostitute, who performs in the stance of a dog,” even 
while noting that the rabbis understood the verse much more literally.18 

This same biblical verse also offers an opportunity for the Etz Hayivn coni- 
meiitary to decry prostitution: “The law does not ban these professions 
cntirely, but prohibits Israelites fioni engaging in them. Perhaps it assumes 
that prostitution cannot be eliminated and seeks only to limit it to foreign- 
ers.” Israelite women are prohibited from prostitution? Judah’s response to 
Tamar afier she confronted hini with evidence that she WJS the prostitute he 
slept with (Genesis 38:26), “She is more right than I,” does not merit co111- 
ment in Etz Hayim. Even later rabbinic sources clance around the issue of the 
sexually promiscuous woman, the zutaah, hardly suggesting tliat it was bibli- 
cally forbidden for a woman to become what we woiild cdl a prostitute.iY 

Etz Hayim can, at times, step over itself trying to marginalize illicit sexual 
xtivity. The introduction to the commentary on Leviticus 18 asserts that the 
sexu.d laws of that chapter stem fi-om household striictui , a possibIe if not 
necessarily compelling interpretation.20 Then it immediately goes on to state 
that “One senses here the Torah’s revulsion at the erotic component of 
pagan society.” Commentary on Deuteronomy 22:5 (not wearing the clothes 
of the opposite sex) explicitly links Iiomosexuality to “p~gaii rites and magical 
pcactices.”21 This entire line of commentary ignores comptctcly ( 1 ) the inter- 

, n diuwugli - I L L  - &e commentary never reveais the significance of that (cor- 
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nal reason for the regulations, just discussed; (2) the biblical distortions of 
non-Israelite sexual practices to create a usehl “other” against which to 
develop Israelite identity;22 (3) the relative modesty of “pagan” sexuality, as 
discussed by modern scholars; and (4) erotic elements that suffuse the 
Hebrew Bible. The commentary on Genesis 38:26 (the story of Tamar) 
states that “Tamar has only a clear right to conceive a child but no claim on 
niarriage”23 whereas the commentary on Deuteronomy 25 :5 (laws of levirate 
marriage) asserts that “in the Bible, sexual union and childrearing require a 
marital relationship that is intended to be permanent.”24 Unfortunately, 
there is no  halakhah l’ma-ad on this passage, as levirate marriage is still 

cerning Conservative practice or rejection of it. We do, however, learn that 
“to discourage sexual attraction between brothers m d  sisters-in-law, later 
Jewish law expressed a clear preference tbr !Jaiitzah (the ritual of the sandal) 
rather than levirate marriage” (p. 1134), ignoring the fact that in the rabbinic 
period at least the preference was far from clear, and often did not exist at 

For Etz Huyim, unlike the liiblc, the best place for sexuality is within a 
monogamous marriage. “Uiiqut.stionably,” Gilbert S. lbsenthal asserts in his 
essay on “Marriage and the Family,” “the Bible views marriage as the norm 
and a divine iniperati~,” without ciisentangling the etiological from prescrip- 
tive force of the story of Genesis 2 ,  o r  noting that the Torah never “marries” 
Actam and Eve, a lacuna rectified by tlie rabbis.26 Yet Adam and Eve are evi- 
dence, for Rosenthal, that “the ideal riiarriage is a monogamous union,” cit- 
ing Genesis 2:24: “Hence a man 1eavvc.s his father and mother and dings to his 
wife, so that they may become one flzsh.” As the commentary on Gen. 2:24 
explains (p. 17), “When a man and a woman join in love, they are seeking 
more than reproduction. They are seeking wholeness, striving to recapture 
that sense of total union with another person that we are told existed at the 
very beginning,” ignoring the f k t  that this text does not hint at love, or in 
fact at emotions generally.27 Thc removal of the rib “connotes a physical link 
and signifies the partnership and companionship of male and female,” sound- 
ing much like the ideal Americaii niarriage.28 13acktracking on the interpreta- 
tion o f y d a  as “rape” (concerning the m e n  in Sodom, Gen. 19:5),29 on Gen- 
esis 4:l (“Now the inan knew his wire Eve”) Etz Hayim comments that the 
term “can also be used of the most illtimate and hallowed relationships 
between husband and wife and between humans and God.”30 In fact, yadg is 
a value-neutral term, denoting in thew cases only sexid relations. 

My point here is that Etz Hayim7s vision of sexuality fits far more comfort- 
ably in the modern Conservative synagogue than it does in biblical Israel. 
“Homosexuality” (a category neither the Bible nor the rabbis knew) is con- 
demned, but homosexuals are welcomed. “Pagans” are perverse sexual 
deviants, while Jews have superior sexual morals. Jewish women are not pros- 
titutes, and Jews are not promiscuous, preferring to engage in sex only within 
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the context of marriage. Marriage is monogamous, polygamy not a Jewish 
value. Couples marry for love to attain companionship and wholeness, an 
idea that would have been almost incomprehensible to an ancient reader.31 
Like the shelves of modern books that reinforce modern, essentially secular, 
sexual assumptions with our sacred texts, Etz Hayim looks back at biblical 
Israel and finds an American suburb. 

Etz Hayim came face to face with the rapidly changing kholarly under- 
standing of ancient sexuality and flinched. Forced to choose betu7een modern 
scholarship and older, comforting platitudes, Etz H ~ ~ y i w  chose the latter. In 
b o  doiilg, it. raises the uncomfortabie question of the reiationship of aca- 
demic, secular knowledge to Conservative Judaism. 

In theory, there is nothing at all uimxnfortable about this relationship. 
& w e t  Vi-Enzzznah confidently states that Conservative communities: 

should not be restricted to questions and answers intcrnal to the tradi- 
tion itself; rather, we should look, as did our  greatest scholars 
throughout time, both inside and outside the tradition to understand 
its history, practice, and beliefs. The Conservative approach to study 
thus combines traditional exegesis with modern, historical methods. 
We believe this combination to be tlie most accurate, open, and pene- 
trating way to understand Judaism and the Jews.32 

Not niere words, this method characterizes the rabbinic curriculum at J’FS, 
which melds the “internal” and “external” approaches to sacred texts. The 
goal of this combination of approaches is to “recognize the variety and 
growth of the Jewish tradition over time, giving LIS a sense of its richness and 
~iynanhii.”33 

As Etz Hayiwz would have it, though, the recognition of this dynamism 
has limits. The authors could have chosen to emphasize iiot what is niost 
d i k e  to us, but what is most difleerent. If modern biblical scholarship is clear 
a\>out anything, it is that an abyss separates the 1’Sible’s world, and ofien val- 
ues, from our own. ‘To approach biblical understandings with intellectual 
integrity is to acknowledge that chasm. Biblical writings o n  sexuality chal- 
lenge rather than reinforce modern sexual understandings. They force LIS to 
confront the Other, who is at the same time part of us. 

On occasion, “secular” and internal qpmcl i c s  to t r d i  tiond Jewish texts 
c,ui be reconciled easily. Just as frequently, however, they are in direct ten- 
sion. The Bible is completely comfortable with polygamy, concubinage, and 
sexual slavery; we are not. Our sacred texts do not recognize the existence of 
“liomosexudity”; modern personal experience and even science, perhaps, do. 
The Bible defines adultery as sex between a man, married or not, and a mar- 
ried woman; a fact that never kils to surprise and disgust my students.34 

A path not taken in Etz Hayim is to acknowledge these tensions frankly. 
The programmatic statement of Emct Vi-Emunah, as I understand it, calls 
for an unflinching encounter with secular knowledge, not its donicstication. 
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In addition to fiirther enriching our  appreciation of Judaism and Jcwisli 
diversity, such an encounter can dso  challenge LIS, not only around the niar- 
gins but at the very core. To ackiioililedge that our view of sexuality is not 
the Bible’s does not challenge the legitiiiiacy of either. Rather, it creates a 
space in which it is possible to cvrc sile with fiiilndamental human concerns and 
conventional values. 

This points to a secoiicl path not taken in Etz Hiryim. The traditional page 
layout of the Mih~irot  Gcdolot is ‘1 liistorical accident; it derived from early- 
modern Christian biblical co1ii11ieiicari~s.35 Yet the layout turned out to be a n  
act of genius, grapliically reflecting tlie multi-vocality of the traditional coni- 
mentaries themseivrs Artscro!!’~ !UIXS!I s ~ i p p ~ s x s  this rr:u!+v::ca!itj., ,is 
does Etz Hayim.36 On sexuality, the seemingly mutti-vocal commentaries 
blend into a single voice. How interesting it might hwe been to put compct- 
ing interpretations on the same page, some traditional and some modern, 
with no attempt to smooth over their differences, or even, as the rne/khirn 
themselves do, to highlight the disagrcements between them. 

The authors of Etz HGyim fxed a task that might euphemistically be 
called challenging. Mirroring the tensions within Conservative Judaism itself, 
they were stuck between going “too far” and “not far enough.” The coin- 
mentary has already received withering reviews from those who claim that it 
went “too far”; my intent is not to take potshots from the other side. At the 
same time, I think that Etz Ha92m rdises fundamental issues about Conserva- 
tive Judaisni in a particularly forcefit1 way. I t  is easy enough to talk the talk of 
embracing “external” knowledge within a traditional framework, but as the 
example of Etz H q i w  highlights, w&ing the walk is much harder. 
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